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Abstract. An algebra is said to be iterative if every nontrivial finite system of fixed-point equations 
has a unique solution. A necessary and sufficient condition for a congruence on the algebra of 
regular trees to induce an iterative factor algebra is presented and possible induced distance 
functions are discussed. 
Two approaches to the semantics of programming languages using fixed points 
have been investigated for a number of years. One approach deals with least fixed 
points of continuous mappings defined on complete posets [3,9,10,12,17]; the 
other approach is based on the existence and uGqueness of fixed points of certain 
nontrivial maps and was introduced in [4-61. 
In the algebraic framework, the latter approach was represented by ‘iterative 
algebras’ in [ll, 181 and the former approach was studied in [ 191 with the introduc- 
tion of ‘regular algebras’. 
While in a regular algebra the least fixed point can be obtained by taking the 
least upper bound of a countable chain of ‘approximations’, no such provision is 
available in iterative algebras. Unique solutions to fixed-point equations are guaran- 
teed but no method to compute them is provided. 
One solution to this problem has been presented by Tiuryn in [18], where he 
proves that every iterative algebra can be extended to a regular one via a mapping 
that preserves olutions of finite systems of nontrivial fixed-point equations. The 
extension is not always ‘faithful’, i.e., the mapping is not always an embedding, and 
therefore some information about the iterative algebra is lost in passing to the 
extension. 
Another solution is the introduction of a metric on an iterative algebra so that 
the (unique) solutions can be obtained by taking limits in the topology induced by 
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the metric. It is with the use of the m&c ths; we characterize in this paper those 
congruences, ontotal regular trees [7,13] which induce iterative factor algebras and 
answer a question posed.+by Tiuryn [ 181. 
Congruences on regular trees inducing regular and iterative factor algebras play 
an important role in recent studies leading to the use of these algebras in specification 
and implementation of abstract data types. 
After a section of preliminary definitions, we quickly review, in Section 2, some 
basic facts about regular algebras and prove a corrected version of a result stated, 
without proof, in [ 11. Section 3 contains a review of iterative algebras needed for 
DUE main result (Theorem 3.8). In Section 4 we investigate possible distance functions 
nn iterative factor algebras and shed a bit more light on the question of existence 
:,f metrics on iterative aigebras making them algebras with convergence. 
1. Preliminary definitions and notation 
We use (a) to denote the set (1,2, . . .} of positive integers and, for every n E w, 
:?z]=(l92,. . l , n}. For every set X, X” denotes the Cartesian product of n copies 
of X and xr denotes the ith component of x E X”. The projection map is denoted 
by e:) and ‘we will often omit the superscript and write ei( x) = xi when n is clear 
Irom the context. 
Definition 1.1. A signature Z is a countable collection {&: n 2 0) of disjoint sets 
and the elements of Cn are called n-ary operation symbols. We will use the same 
symbol 2 to denote both (2,: n 2 0) and IJ,, Z,,. For any signature C and set X, 
C(X) denotes the signature obtained by adding the elements of X to the 0-ary 
,,perations of 2: 
Definition 1.2. Let w* denote the set o? all finite words over o and .4 the empty 
word. For any signature 2, define a C-tree f to be a partial function t : o* -++ lJ,I 2,* 
,atisfying, for every w E o* and i E w : 
(i) .I E Dam t; 
(ii) if wi E Dom t, then w E Don1 f ; 
(iii) wi E Dom t only if f ( w) E & for some n 3 i. 
The collection of all C-trees is denoted by CT2. A toltal C-tree is a tree where, 
n (iii), “only if’ is replaced by ‘if and only if’. A tree is finite if Dom t is finite. The 
et of all finbite total C-trees is denoted by TX. The set of total finite and infinite 
‘J-trees which have only a fiiite number of distinct subtrees is denoted by RTz [8]. 
Behition L3. For each II E W, let X,# = {x1, . . . , x,,}. To avoid cumbersome notation, 
:t CTi(n) =CT2,x,,. If tE CT&z) and pi CT:, then f[pJ denotes the Z-tree 
bbtained by replacing Xi with pi, fior i E [n], for every occurrence of Xi in f (for a 
xmal definition. see [I1 3, 181). .A vector p E CT\-(n)k is ideal if none of its 
rlmponcnts p, is a tree consisting of a single node labelled frcnl X,,. 
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Definition 1.4. As usual, by a Z-algebra we mean a set A equipped with a ctiilection 
of functions CA: A” + A for each CTE &, n 2 0. For any set X, denote by CTp(X) 
the E-algebra [9,18] of Z(X) -trees. 
The following is a well-known result. 
Theorem 1.5. For every Salgebru A and every function f : X + A, there is a unir)ue 
extension 7: T=(X) + A off to a Z-homomorphism. 
Every p E T=(n) determines a function PA : A” + A (the ‘interpretation’ of p in 
A) defined as follows: for every aI,. . . , ~a, E A, let f : X,, + A be given by f (xi) = ai 
for i E [n]. By Theorem 1.5, f can be extended, to a Z-homomorphism f: T=(n) + A. 
Define p&l,. . . , U,) = f( p). 
Definition 1.6. A Z-congruence K on a Z-algebra A is an equivalence relation on 
the carrier of A such that if (T E 2, and (ai, bi) E K for i E [n], then 
The equivalence class of a E A will be denoted by I&, or just ]a 1 when K is clear 
from the context. 
AM ={I4 K: a E A} is the factor algebra of A induced by K and it can be given 
a Z-algebra structure in the obvious way. We will use w : A + A/K to denote the 
projection function which maps n to 1 al. 
For every n E w, we can extend a congruence K on A to a congruence K, on A” 
by letting, for every a, b E A”, (a, b j E K, if and only if (Uiy bi) E K of every i E [n]. 
The same symbol K will be used to denote both K and K,. 
If R is a relation on a set S, T G S and s E S, then ( T, s) E R will be an abbreviation 
for “(t, s) f R for all t E T”. In particular, if s is a partial order on S, T 6 s will 
indicate that s is an upper bound of T. 
2. Regular algebras 
In this section, we will review some basic results on regular algebras and present 
a modification of [ 1, Proposition 2.61 to illustrate the idea of the main result given 
in the next section. 
Definition 2.1. A Z-algebra A is an ordered afgeh if its carrier is a partially 
ordered set with least element I, such that all Z-operations are monotone with 
respect o that order. 
Definition 2.2. ([ 191). An ordered Z-algebra A is regular if, given any rr, k E w, 
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YE Tz(n+k)“,aEAk and j:A” + A”, defined by f(x) = p,.Jx, a), tne following two 
londitions are satisfied: 
(1) thle set L, ={f’(-~, . . . , I): i E o} has a least upper bound in A”; 
(2) f (sup Lf) = sup Lf. 
We denote sup Lf by (p,,)‘(a) and it is clear that ( pJV(a) is the least solution 
n A” of the fixed-point equation x = pA( x, a). 
Definition 2.3. Let A and B be regular Z-algebras. A Z-homomorphism h : A + B 
l regular if h(l) = I and, for every n, k E o, p E Tr( n + k)” and a E Ak, we have 
(( pZW) = ( ~~WW). 
To conlstruct the free regbrlar Z-algebra on X, let _L be a symbol belonging to 
either Z: norxandlet R,(X)=R~“(XU{_L}). DefineapartialorderG on&(X) 
G follows: t d t’ if and only if Dom z c Dom t’ and for any u E Dom t, either 
u) = Z’(U) or t(u) = J_. This ordering coincides ‘with the ‘syntactic order’ on trees 
ivcn in [ 13,193. 
heorem 2.0 ([ 191). For any regular Z-algebra A and any map g : X + A, there is 
wetly one extension of g to a regular 2-homomorphism g : l&(X) + A. 
While every Z-congruence induces a S-algebra on 7”( Y) (see Definition 1.6), 
,t every Scongruence K on &( I”‘) induces a regular E-algebra I?,( Y)/K. 
efinition 2.5. Let K be a T --congruence on k( Y) and let Q be a quasi-order 
c., a rzfkxive and transitive binary relation) on &( Y) satisfying: 
(iI 0, t’)E K if and only if (t, t’)E Q ar?d (t’ tjE Q: 
tiij if ts t’, then (t, t’)~ Q 
efinition 2.6. We say that 61 is closed under iteratm if for everv 11, k E 0, ,” E 
,(n+k)“. MEL and aER\-(Y)k, Q satisfies: c 
f (e,&).qk Q, then (e&upL+,@E 0, where f(x)=~~~,~#, a). 
apositiors 2.7. Let I;: be a I-congruence on R, ( Y) and Q as in Definitiojl 2.5. 
ittittg Iti denote the iongrumce class of t, define a partial order on R,( Y j/ K by 
ting Iti s it’1 if and only if iit, t’) E 0. 
177e following conditions are equivalent: 
( i) 0 is closed under iteration ; 
’ ii 1 Rl( Y j/ K is a regular algebra and the projection IT is a regular homomorphism. 
mf. Since K is a congruence, KJ k’)/ K is an ordered algebra with 111 as least 
r?kmt. 
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Let PE Tr(n+k)“, a E Rx( Y)“ and define f(x) =pR2&x, a) and f(x) = 
&(Y)/K (x, 1~1). Notice that {(1x1) =If(x Let Lf be as in Definition 2.2(l) and 
Li=(f;‘(l_L[, . . . ,lLI): iE 0). 
(i) 3 (ii) Since Lf s sup L,, by Definition 2.5 we have Lfs lsup L,I. Let q be 
such that Lfs 141. Then (Lf, q) E 0 which implies, by the assumption on 0, that 
(sup Lf, q) E 0. Hence lsup Lfl s 141 and therefore lsup Lfl is the least upper bound 
of Lf. 
To prove condition 2.2(2), if suffices to notice that f(sup Lr) = If(sup LI)I. Since 
sup Lf = Jsup Lf J, 7~ is a regular homomorphism. 
(ii)~(i)L,etqER=(Y)besuchthat(e,(Lf),q)EQ.Thene,(L~)=le,(Lf)I~[ql. 
Since Rx( Y)/ K is a regular algebra, Lf has a least upper bound and since T is 
a regular homomorphism, sup Q= )sup ~fl. Therefore, ellsup L,[ s 141 and this 
implies (e,(sup J!& q) E Q by definition of partial order on R=( Y)/ K. Cl 
Remark 2.8. For a given congruence K, different choices of 0 induce different 
partial orders on Rr( Y)/K. 
The following example was suggested by Guessarian [lo]. Let C = {c, h} with h 
unary, c zero-ary. Let K be the congruence on Rx generated by the equation 
h(c)=c.Let+andK -2 be the partial orders on Rx/K induced by the quasi-orders 
01: U-L)< c<Sup h”(L) for all n, 
Qz: h”(l)<sup V(l)< c for all n, 
respectively. 
Then RI/K is a regular algebra under both partial orders, but only QZ is closed 
under iterasion. The projection 7r is not a regular homomorphism with respect to c 1. 
3 
If K is a congruence 011 C7”( Y) and Q is as in Definition 2.5 with CTx( Y) 
replacing Rx( Y), then define a partial order on CTz;( Y )/ K by letting 1 tl s I t’l if 
and only if (t, t’) E 0. If CT=( Y)/K is a continuous algebra and the projection TT 
is a continuous homomorphism, then 0 satisfies: 
for every directed set D c_ CTE( Y i and 4 E CTX( Y), if (Q q) E Q, 
then (sup D, 4) E Q. 
(*) 
The converse, however, is not true. If Q satisfies (*), then v is a continuous 
homomorphism, that is, for every directed set DC CTr( Y), sup W(D) -= n(sup D), 
but CTx( Y)/K is not necessarily a continuous algebra, in that it need not be 
complete. 
The difference between the regular case and the continuous one depends on the 
fact that while in regular algebras only iterations must have a least upper bound 
and for every iteration E in Rr( Y)/K there exists an iteration E’ in Rr( Y) such 
that E = IE ‘I, in continuous algebras every chain is required to have a least upper 
bound and it is not true in general that for every chain C in CT=( Y)/K there is a 
chain C’ in CTx( Y) such that C = 1~1. 
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3. Iterative algebras 
While regular algebras require a sort of ‘completeness’ of the carrier to guarantee 
the existence of least solutions to fixed-point equations, iterative algebras are 
characterized by the existence and uniqueness of solutions to nontrivial Systems of 
fixed-point equations. 
Definition 3.1 ([IS]). A Z-algebra A is said to be iterative if for every It7 4: E 0, 
ideal vector p E Tr( n + k)” and Q E Ak, the fixed-point equation x = p~( X, a) has a 
unique solution in A”, denoted by (p,)‘(a). 
In contrast with the case of regular algebras, no additional conditions are required 
of a &homomorphism to preserve the fixed-point solutions. 
Propasition 3.2 ([ 13,183,. If h : A + B is a X-homomorphism between iterative Z- 
algebras, then, for every n, k E w, ideal PE Tz(n + k)” and Q E Ak, we have 
h(( p,)+(aN = ( p,d+(h(d)e 
Theorem 3.3 ([ 7, 181). For every iterative Z-algebra A and a!ly map g : X + A, there 
is exactly one E-homomorphism g’ : RT=( X) + A extending g. 
‘To simplify the notation, if A is a Z-algebra, PE Tr( n + k)“, a E A” and b E Ak, 
WC let pz’( a, 6) denote the element in A” defined inductively by 
pz’(a, 6) = a :ind py’)(a, b) = pJpz’(a, b), b). 
It should also be noted that, if A E {CTz, RTI, &, TX}, then p,(a, b) -L p[a, b], 
where p[a, b] denotes the trees obtained by substituting a for the first rz variables 
of p and b for the remaining k variables. 
While the ordering on the carrier of a regular algebra provides a method to 
rompute, or. at least, ‘approximate’ the least solution of a fixed-point equation, an 
iterative algebra provides no such procedure. One solution [IS]. is to construct, 
riven an iterative algebra A, a regular algebra AR and a function 8 : A + AR which . . 
preserves solutions of fixed-point equations. If the extension is ‘faithful’, that is if 
@ is injective, then AR enjoys both the advantages of a regular algebra and those 
If an iterative one [ 161. Unfortunately [l], the regular extension is not always 
‘aithful and thus some information about A is lost in passing to A,+ Another solution 
s to equip an iterative algebra A with a metric so that the (unique) solution of a 
ixed-point equation can be obtained by taking the limit of a sequence in the topology 
nduced by the metric. The following definition can be found in [ 11. 
3efitition 3.4. A Z-algebra A with metric d is an algebra with convergence if the 
E-operations are continuous with respect to d and for every n, k E W, ideal p E 
fdn+%)“, bEA” and aEA”, the sequence {pi’(b,a):iEw} has a limit in A” 
ndependent of b. 
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While not every X-algebra has a metric which makes it an algebra with convergence 
[ 11, the free iterative Z-algebra RTz is a contractive algebra, and thus [2] an algebra 
with convergence, with respect to the distance function d that we are now going to 
define. 
Definition 3.5 ([2]). The profile of a C-tree t at depth n (denoted 
sequence t(ul), . . . , t( uk), where Ui E Dom t and length( ui) = n. 
Define d : CT; X CTX + Iw, by letting 
by p,(t)) is the 
d(t, t’) = I 0 if t = t’, 
. . 12-” if n is thz smallest integer such that P,(t) z Y,( t’). 
The next result implies that RT=( Y) is an algebra with convergence. 
Proposition 3.6. The X-algebra RTz( Y) is a metric space with respect to d and it 
is ‘quasi-complete’ in the sense that for every t E RT2-( n + k)” and a E RTz( Y)k, 
lim i+m t’” [b, a] exists for every b E RT=( Y) “, and it is the (unique) solution of 
x = t[x, a] in RT1-( Y)“. 
Proof (Sketch). It is shown in [2] that CTJ Y) forms a complete metric space with 
respect to the metric d. If t is ideal, then the function taking b into t[ b, a] is a 
continuous contraction and therefore, by the Banach Fixed Point Theorem, it has 
a unique fixed point r in CT&Y)“. To show that r is in fact in RTz( Y)“, it suffices 
to observe that, since RTz( Y) is iterative, every fixed-point equation of the form 
x - = t[x, a] has a unique solution. This last statement follcws from the fact that 
q=t[q,a] if and only if t=p[t,q,a] and q=p[t,q,a], where pi T,(n+n+k)” is 
such that t =f~&-~(~+~). cl 
Notice that R,( Y) is both a regular algebra and an iterative algebra with metric 
d. Hence, for every p E Tx(n + k)” and a E &( Y)k, ( pKrt rV,)‘(a) = ( pR&+(a), 
i.e.. sup Lr = limi.+&, pti’[q, a] for every q E Rz( Y)“_ 1 
In [ 141 we gave a (purely algebraic) necessary condition for d congruence on RT, 
to induce an iterative factor algebra and showed that the condition is not sufficient. 
We now give a necessary and sufficient condition paralleling that of Proposition 2.7. 
Definition 3.7. A Z-congruence K on RTz( Y) is closed under limit if the following 
condition is satisfied: 
For every ideal PE Tr;(n + k)“, a E RTZ-( Y)“, bE RTx( Y)k and tE RTr( Y)* if 
(e,(p”‘[a, b]), t)E K for all iE o, then (e,(limi,,?p”‘[a, b]), t)E K. 
Theorem 3.8. Let K be a S-congruence on RTL- ( Y). Then RT2-( Y )/ K is an iterative 
E-algebra if and only if K is closed under limit. 
proof. Let p E Tr( r2 + k)” ,be ideal and b E RT1-( Y)k. Assume that K is closed under 
limit.. We need to show that the fixed-point equation x =fiT1( YJ/K (x, lbl) has a 
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wnique solution in’(RT=( Y)/K)“. The existence of a solution follows immediately 
from the fact that K is a E-congruence. 
To prove uniqueness, let t, and t2 be such that 
Since 17 
bll = IpCtl, bll and It21 = blh 41. 
is ideal, for every i E o, 
d( p’“[ 11, b], p(i)[f2, b]) s 2-‘, 
which implies 
i_,a (‘I lim p ’ [tl, b] = fit pfi)[t2, b] 
and therefore 
lim p”‘[ t,, b], lim p(“[ t2, b] E K. i-coo i-+00 > 
Furthermore, since ( p[t2, b], t2) E K and K is a congruence relation, ( p’“[ f2, b], f2) E 
K for every i. Hence, by the assumption on K, (limi,, #)[tz, b], tz) E K. Similarly, 
‘Jimi,, p”‘[ t,, b], t,) E K. 
Since K is an equivalence relation, ( tl, t2) E K, i.e., the solution ItI1 = ltzl is unique. 
To prove the converse, assume that RTX( Y)/K is iterative and let Q, t E RTI( Y)” 
w such that (#)[a, b], t) E K for i E w. 
By fkposition 3.6, limi,,m ~(~‘[a, b] exists and is in RTX( Y)“. Call this limit q. 
I%cn Id = pwIt Y)/K (lql. lbl) since q = p[q, bl. 
Since LX is a congruence, ( ~(~)[a, b], t) E K implies ( pci’-“[a, b], p[ t, b]) E K and 
hesefore (p[l, b], ZJ E K. Hence ItI = lp[l? b]l. 
Since RTr( Y)/K is iterative, the solution of x = bTLt yr/K (x, lbl) is unique and 
herefore Iqi = 1~1, i.e., (4, t) E K. •I 
I. Distance function 
Since R’&( Y) is a metric space with metric Lri, it is natural to ask what kind of 
metrics, induced by K, we can impose on RTl( Y )/ K. 
‘ropsition 4.1. Let dk he a dislance function on RTL ( Y )/K dej’ined by 
4 (ItI* Ir’l) = 
i 
suQ(&q, q’): 4 E IfI, 4’ E: If’/} if ItI f 12’1, 
0 if ItI = If’/. 
hen c& is a metric. 
roof, Clearly Ultl. ll’1, = d&l, ltlj and d,(ftJ, 11’1) =0 if and only if Itj = It’l. To 
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prove the *triangle inequality, let q” E RTz( Y) be fixed in I?‘$ Then 
dk(ltl, l?‘l) =Stl~d_(~jy’i°C~L~tl, q’E ll’l} 
6 sup(d(q, 4”) + d(q”, 4’): q E ItI, q’ E it’l} 
s sup(d(q, 4”): q E ltJ)+sup(d(q”, 4’): q’ E It?}. 
Now, if we let q” vary through It”), we obtain 
supV(q, 4”): q E Itl, s 4(ltl, lt”l, 
and 
ww(q”, 4’): q’ E It’l> s d/J It”l, It’/). 
Unfortunately, with tl-is metric, RTr( Y)/K need not be a contractive algebra 
(not even weakly contrac,tive [l]) as the following example shows. 
Example 4.2. Let A be the Z-algebra having as carrier the set of real numbers and 
as signature Z1 ={a), & =0 for n Z 1. Let Q(X) =&x. 
Since A is an iterative algebra, let h : RT=( A) + A be the unique c-homomorphism 
extending idA : A + A and let K = ker h. Then RTr(A)/K is iterative [ 141. The 
metric dk is not contractive since &(lOl, 111) =&(IQ(O)J, la,(l)l) = 1 = ff,(lOl,l11). 
A is not an algebra with convergence either, since d&l, Iyl) = I for every X, y E A 
and therefore li;Jl;,, p’ j’( II I) = limi+u, ’ 12-‘1 does not exist with respect to the topology 
induced by &. 
Another natural candidate for a distance function on RTz( Y)/K can be defined 
as follows: for every f, t’ E RTH( Y), let 
d*(ltl, )?‘I) = inf(d(q, 4’): q E !tl, q’ E It’)}. 
It is obvious that if ItI = It’l. then d*(ltl, It’l) = 0. The converse is not true as 
fcllowing example shows. 
Example 4.3. Let A bc; the Z-algebra defined in Example 4.2 and consider 
&RT~(A)/K. 
the 
lOI T 
Since, for every n E CL), al (0) * 0 and ai (2”) = 1, we have n(o”[CJ7 a”[2”]) < l/2” 
and therefore d*( IO), 11 I) - 0. Bu: 101 z 111. 
We now investigate some interesting properties of d* in the case when it satisfies 
the triangle inequality. 
Propositian 4.4. Let K be G Z-congruence on RT1 ( Y) and denote by ItI the K- 
congruence class of t. Define 
H = {( t, t’) E RTr( Y)“: d*(ltl, it’l) = 0). 
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If d* satisfies the triamgk inequality, then 
(i) H is a E-congruence on RTX ( Y), 
(ii) H is closed 14 -15der derived operations, 
(iii) H is closed under limits in RTE ( Y). 
‘roof. (i) H is clearly an equivalence relation, transitivity following from the 
ssumption that d* satisfies the triangle inequality. To prove that H is a congruence, 
:t a E X,, and ( ti, t:) E H for i E [n]. By definition of H, 
inf[d(q, 41): qi E 1~~1, q: E Itit}‘= 0. 
ken, 
d*(&l, . . l 7 If,,l). 4lt: I9 - l l 7 Ic 1)) = 
= infV( p, p’): p E la(tl,. . . , ~1, p’ E Iu(t~ . l . , TV >I> 
d infW(4q19 - - - 9 s,,), ~(q’,, - - . , qL1 )): qi E Ifilq 41 E It: I> 
d inf(max{d(q,, 4:): i E [n]}: qi E ItiI, q: E It: 1, = 0, 
ince, by choice of ti and t:, for every E > 0 and i E [n], there exist qi E l?iI and qi E Iti I 
uch that d(qi, q:) < E. 
(ii) It suffices to replace the derived operation for o in the previous proof. 
(iii1 Let pi &(n+k)‘“, UERT~(Y)“, PERTLY and PERTH. 
To prove that H is closed under limit is equivalent to p&e that if d*( le,( p(l) 
a, h]~l, Iti) = o for aH i, then 
d*(le,(lim pc”[u, b])l. ItI) = 0. a+ r
xt ({ I= ei t lim, . , /~(~‘[a, b]). Then, for every i E w, 
d”(lqf. 14) -2 d*(lql, le,C p”‘[a b])l) + d*(le,( p”‘[a b])l, (tl) 
= d*((qj, leAp”‘[a, b]+ d(q, e,(p”‘[a, b])). I 
31e last term can be made arbitrarily small by definition of q and therefore d*((ql, 
The congruence H is a natural one: it identifies elements of RTJK which can 
ve obtained bv arbitrarily long ‘matching’ process. In &her words, these elements d 
ire ~oilapsed if. given an arbitrary N > 0, we can fiird representatives of eat ‘I 
lquivalence class which are undist%guishable during the first N steps of the con J- 
atitbn. 
The identification of these elements leads to an interesting, even if not completely 
urprising. result. 
%qmsitioa 45 Let K be u congruence on RTX-( Y) 
Voposition 4.4. If d” satisfies the triangle inequality, 
rrtd !RTJ Y)i H, d”) is an algebra with convergence. 
and let H be defined us in 
then RTz( Y )/ H is iterative 
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Proof. By Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 3.8, RT=( Y)/H is iterative and we only 
need to show that the Z-operations preserve the limits. To this extent, let v E Ir;,, 
and, for all i E [n], let 
PiE 7”(ni+ki)ni, aiERTx( Y)“i and biERTs(Y)kl. 
Define qi = el(limi+, #‘[ai, b,3), q = ( ql, . . . , qn) and let @“‘[a, b] be the vector 
whose ith component is el( Pi”[aiy bi])- Let lltll denote the H-congruence class of t. 
We need to show ihat limj+,, IIm( 3’ j’[a, b])Il = I)a(limj_,co icn[,, b])ll. 
Using a procedure similar to the one used in the proof of Proposition 3.4(i), it 
is easy to show that, for all Jo W, 
s inf(max(d(eI( pi’)[Ci, di]), ti): i E [n]}: Ci E IUil, dj E lbil, ti E Iqjl}. 
For j large enough, the last term can be made arbitrarily small by choice of qk q 
Corollary 4.6. Let A be an iterative Z-algebra and h : RTL-(A) + A the (unique) 
extension of id : ,4 + A to a Z-homomorphism. Let K = ker h. If d* satisfies the trrangle 
inequality, then (A/ Ii,+ d “) is an algebra with convergence, where &, is the restriction 
of K to A. 
Corollary 4.7. Let A and K be as in Corollary 4.6. If d* is a metric, then (‘4, d*) 
is an algebra with convergence. 
We finally note that while d is contractive, d* is only non-expansive, i.e., for 
every (TE 2, and c = (al,. . . , a,), b = (b,, . . . . b,) E RTE, 
dV(I~l), +I>> 6 max{d*(luil, II-#: I’E [In]}. 
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